
Quickfris – sport design document 

Introduction 

In this fast-paced frisbee game, two teams of ten people play against each 

other on a gridded field of square zones. 

One player from each team is positioned in each zone, and one goalkeeper 

from each team defends the goals. 

The goal is scoring on the opposing team's goal with the frisbee, to ultimately 

win by having the most points, when the time runs out. 

Core play 

In this non-contact-sport, each 4 times 6 meter square is occupied by a player 

from each team, which will switch between playing as either attackers and 

defenders, depending on which team has the frisbee. 

The attacking team will begin their attack from their own goal and attempt, 

with swift passes, to put themselves in a advantageous position to gain a goal 

by throwing the frisbee past the opposing goalkeeper, and into the goal and 

by that scoring points. 

 If they score from the zones closest to the goal, one point is scored, from 

further away, two points is scored, to keep all the players relevant at all 

times. [a] 

Flow of the game 
To show the flow of the game, we brought a little video 

Starting from the attacking team's goal, the goalkeeper will pass it to the 

constantly moving team players while the opposing team tries to intercept the 

pass. Throwing longer distances makes the moves more telegraphed 

because of the frisbee’s velocity and therefore makes it more easily 

intercepted. 

After a pass, the player will have several options to both throw sideways, 

forward but also diagonally, depending on the moving teammates positions 

creating a constant dynamic situation of play. 

We also brought a video to show the velocity and possibilities of throwing the 

frisbee 

http://kristianromer.dk/prototypes/QuickFris/Writtenpresentation.html#cmnt1


Rules 

The rule-set of Quickfris contains a few core rules. 

When holding the frisbee, a player cannot take steps and must pass quickly 

before the defenders can adjust their defenses. 

To prevent the game from becoming repetitious the attacking team’s players 

can only throw to other teammates, they can only throw 

it sideways or forward and they can only move within their own zones. 

To prevent the game from stalling and creating passive play, players must 

pass the frisbee within 5 seconds. 

If a player violates the rules, a free-throw is given to the opposing team in the 

respective zone. 

 

Intercept 

If the frisbee is intercepted by the opposing team, the defending team will now 

have to attack. A pass is considered intercepted if the defending team catches 

the frisbee, or successfully pressures the pass enough for the frisbee to drop 

to the ground. 

Additionally, If a goal is scored, the frisbee changes sides. 

Rounds 

The game is played in 4 rounds of 10 minutes, where the teams will switch 

sides after each round and here the teams will also have the possibility to 

make substitutions in their lineup of players, to deal with tactical problems. 

Context 

Quickfris is designed to be played on several levels from middle-school-gym 

class-casual to elite-sports-level, because of the rather simple gameplay, but 

scalable skills in terms of accuracy, speed, strength, tactics and core focus on 

athleticism. Playingfield: Each square is 6x4 meters. The goalies square is 

6x12 meters. The goal is 7 meters wide and 2.5 meters high. 

Rules:  
 2 teams 
 1 person from each team in every tile (apart from goal tiles/zones) 
 10 mins/4 rounds 
 Beginning team  



 Switch sides each round 
 Passive play rule on 5 seconds, which prevents from slowing down the 

game and keep passing backwards. You need to attack. 
 No pass backwards 
 No pass to yourself 
 No pass back to the person who passed to you 
 Penalty: free throw from tile 
 Different points from different tiles 1 and 2 points 
 The frisbee is turned over to the opposing team when a point is scored 
 You cant touch the ground on other squares 
 Can substitute players when the game stops (goal is scored), must let 

the referee know. 
 Optional referee 
 Can be played on grass or other terrain (There are advantages and 

disadvantages to both and the choice will change how the game is 
played) 

 

 

 


